How to find AMI Centre

AMI Centre is located in the same building as A Grid, in a separate wing right next a small pond (see the map below). The street address of AMI Centre is Otakaari 5 (I-wing), Magnettitalo, 02150 Espoo. The main entrances of AMI Centre are located on the east and west sides of the wing. The front doors of AMI Centre are open from 8:00 to 15:45 on weekdays.

Traffic connections

By Metro

From Helsinki, the best way to get to AMI Centre is to use the Metro. There are two exits from the Metro station. Use the Otaniementie exit for shorter route to reach AMI Centre.

By bus

Besides the Metro, there are some bus lines serving Otaniemi: 111, 550, 551, 552 and 555. All these stops by the Aalto University Metro station, entrance A (Otaniementie).

If you are using the public transportation you can use Helsinki region Journey Planner.

By car

There are quite many parking lots in Otaniemi. A suitable parking lot close to AMI Centre is across from the building number 4 on the map below.